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Thank You!
For choosing Startup Competitors.

You’ve taken an important step in launching and building your startup. After years of working 
with and coaching SaaS companies, we’ve learned that most startup founders ignore the basics. 
Many of them don’t have even a foundational understanding of their competitors: who they are, 
how much funding they have, what they charge, how much traction they have, and what they’re 
doing to market their product and if it’s working. 

There’s no reason not to know this information. In fact, if you’re planning to raise outside money 
- you’re going to be expected to know it deeply. Consider this report your downpayment on 
understanding the competitive landscape for your new business.

If there’s any other information we can provide or help with, don’t hesitate to reach out: 
Support@StartupCompetitors.com

                                                                            
Thanks, 

Steve & Mike
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5Personal Capital
2009 San Carlos, CA

Our client-centric business model helps empower individuals to make better money decisions. 
We combine technology with world-class advisory services to deliver truly personal and objective 
wealth management solutions for complex financial lives.
We provide free tools to help users analyze where they are and determine how to get where they 
want to go. Our software helps users make well-informed financial decisions by providing them 
with a holistic view of their money. 

Personal Capital is the next-generation financial advisor. 
Some even say we are fundamentally altering the traditional 
financial services landscape. We take this as a compliment. 

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

We have one simple fee based on a percentage of assets managed. Wealth 
management, trade costs and custody are included – you do not pay trade 
commissions. We bill monthly, in arrears, and routinely help clients with financial 
planning and 401(k) allocations at no charge.
https://www.personalcapital.com/faq

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

Financial Planning: Personal Capital's growth picks up speed 
(Sep 15, 2016)
Bloomberg: Personal Capital CEO Harris on the Future of FinTech (Sep 
15, 2016)
RIABiz: How Personal Capital got a stunning $1-billion AUM boost in six 
months -- after gathering its first $2 billion over six years 
(Sep 22, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

200 - 500

$175M

24,933

39K

527

Updated: Jun 17

https://www.personalcapital.com/faq
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Designed to empower the consumer through the power of knowledge.  XOBI — with its intuitive, 
beautiful interface creates a real time digital library of all your spending and savings wrapped into 
one simple to use app. Whether you're a college student living on a budget, or managing multi-
million dollar portfolios, XOBI is a powerful, addictive tool — built for the way we all live our lives 
and spend our money in this digital age. You can connect XOBI to any of your existing credit card 
and bank accounts.

Get To Know Your Money! The Next Generation in Personal 
Finance

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

VentureBeat: 3 reasons Forrester is totally wrong about banking chatbots 
(Oct 3, 2016)
BostInno / StreetWise: BostInno Approved: The Startup Events You 
Need to Know This Week (8/1 - 8/5) (Aug 1, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$0M

12,275,636

329

66

None

Updated: Jun 17
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7Wally
2013 United Arab Emirates

Wally takes a lifestyle approach to personal finance, helping millennials around the world 
manage their day-to-day finances and set goals. Users can tag each other in expenses, add 
pictures and track their sentiment around venues. Users can compare their spending and 
savings patterns to people similar to them.
Our mission is to empower our users by leveraging the intelligence of the community. Using the 
aggregated financial breadcrumbs that everybody leave, we give users insights, context and 
perspective. When their personal information is weak, they can rely on social information.
Wally is what happens when the 99% gets together.

Wally is an awesome new way to manage your money. 
Available for free in 18 languages on iPhone and Android! 
Download at: http://www.wally.me 

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

No ads. "We plan to add some optional premium features in the future (ranging from 
$0.49 - $4.99) such as currency conversion for travelers or family management tools 
for users with children." http://wally.me/

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

GazetteReview: Top 10 Android Budgeting Apps (Oct 14, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$450K

1,071,632

6K

84

Updated: Jun 17

http://www.wally.me
http://wally.me/
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8Penny
2015

Penny is a personal finance app that takes the pain out of keeping track of your finances. Our 
goal is to cut through the complexity and tell you what you need to know, when you need to know 
it.
If you want to save money, Penny will give you actionable advice on how to do that. If you want 
help getting out of debt, Penny will put you on the path to success. And if you're in neither camp, 
Penny will share fun, useful insights about other aspects of your finances.
Give Penny a shot, and let us know what you think :)

Meet Penny, your personal finance coach. Spend smarter, 
save more, live happier.

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

At some point, we will need to start charging for some aspects of Penny. We will give 
you plenty of advance warning when we’re nearing that milestone. In the meantime, 
you can enjoy all of Penny’s features free of charge! 
https://www.pennyapp.io/faq.html

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

TechCrunch: Penny raises $1.2M in seed funding for its personal finance 
bot (May 23, 2016)
TechCrunch: Penny Is A Chat-Based Personal Finance Coach 
(Oct 15, 2015)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$1.2M

2,613,845

143

54

Updated: Jun 17

https://www.pennyapp.io/faq.html
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9Spendee 2.0

Spendee gives you the power of unique data analysis in an adaptable environment that 
automatically and thoroughly analyzes your income and expenses, giving you intelligent advice 
on how to make the most of your money. See your money analyzed and expressed as 
informative and easy-to-read infographics.

See where your money goes! Follow us for the latest 
informat ion and instant repl ies! Get support a t 
hello@spendee.com

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

Premium plan $1.99

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

AppAdvice: Where did that $100 go? Let Spendee show you 
(Jul 27, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$0M

2,676,221

3.5K

31

Updated: Jun 17

mailto:hello@spendee.com
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10Prosper Daily

View all your accounts in one place, track your spending and credit score, and protect yourself 
from fraud and identity theft. 
It’s the easiest and most secure way to manage and protect your hard-earned money.

BillGuard is now Prosper Daily! Stay on top of your money, 
track your credit score and protect your identity.

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

Crowdfund Insider: Prosper Launches Credit Card Optimizer to Help 
Consumers Make Better Financial Decisions (Oct 7, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$16.5M

40,879

9K

177

None

Updated: Jun 17
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11Oval Money
2015

Oval is the first solution that allows the digital natives of the on-demand economy, to finally get 
some sense of their finances, and become money wise. Oval’s vision is to create a simple 
financial solution for everyone, that speaks to the new generation of workers, with flexible 
income, variable expenses and limited access to financial products. At Oval, we are committed to 
financial inclusion, education and fairness, and therefore we help tracking of everyday expenses, 
and encourage savings based on personal life habits. 
Oval partners provide bank-level security with unlimited guarantee on the savings account, no 
hidden fees and full control over privacy. Oval was launched in 2016, and is based in London, 
UK and Turin, Italy. Learn more at www.ovalmoney.com

Oval is the free app that helps you #track your #spending & 
#save your #money according to your life habits - thanks to 
the power of our #Ovalers! #BeMoneyWise

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

In beta.

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

IBS Intelligence: Oval Money tests out mobile app (Jun 20, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$50K

4,741,936

2K

69

Updated: Jun 17

http://www.ovalmoney.com
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12SmartPath
2010 Dunwoody, GA

SmartPath is a financial wellness company based in Atlanta, GA. The company offers unique 
workplace financial wellness programs, interactive webinars, individual coaching and innovative 
web/mobile solutions. SmartPath wellness programs are designed to increase the bottom line for 
both employers and employees.

Engaging and relevant courses in every area of personal 
finance and financial wellness.

83%

73%

83%

Global Rank

Social Media

SC Score

Funding

Employees

Can do a demo first. Have to contact to get a quote.

RESEARCHER NOTES/COMMENTS

TechCrunch: SmartPath wants to help your employees manage their 
finances (Aug 8, 2016)

RECENT PRESS

1-10

$120K

6,035,061

322

51
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Retirement Planner

Receipt capture/scan

Chat

Credit Score Monitoring

Coaching

Account Sync

Notifications

Budgeting

14Key Competitive Features
Comparison of Core Features/Areas of Product

Partial FeaturesRobust Features No/Limited Features

Updated: Jun 17
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Key Metric Comparisons
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17Competitors
SC Score

STARTUP COMPETITOR SCORE
The Startup Competitor Score (SC Score) is the best indicator of overall competitiveness. It takes into account overall funding, years in business, size of company, company authority, social and web 

traction, and website traffic to determine competitiveness and traction. Companies with higher scores will be more competitive. Companies with lower scores will be less competitive.  
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19Website Traffic

personal capital
prosper

prosper loans
personal capital login
prosper marketplace

Top Organic Keywords

personal capital
prosper

personalcapital
savewithprosper
personal finance

Top Paid Keywords

financialsamurai.com
secure.billguard.com
investorjunkie.com
creditkarma.com
madfientist.com

Top Referring Sites

Direct Traffic: 52%
Referral Traffic: 21%
Search Traffic: 22%
Social Traffic: 3%
Mail Traffic: 1.75%

Average Traffic Sources

Across All Competitors

Updated: Jun 17
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On the right are the top four news outlets that have reported on your competitors. This provides a visual 
indicator of the quality of the press this market receives - and is a good indicator for where you should 
start to “talk about” your product. 

Below, are the most recent five headlines pulled from across your various competitors: 

• October 3, 2016: 3 reasons Forrester is totally wrong about banking chatbot
VentureBeat

• September 15, 2016: Personal Capital CEO Harris on the Future of FinTechs  
Bloomberg 

• September 15, 2016: Personal Capital's growth picks up speed 
Financial Planning

• July 27, 2016: Where did that $100 go? Let Spendee show you  
AppAdvice

• May 23, 2016: <Penny raises $1.2M in seed funding for its personal finance bot  
TechCrunch

Personal Finance Product - Competitors Research
Top News Outlets

Updated: Jun 17
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21Mobile Apps
Across All Competitors 

(where applicable)

4.3 (Apple) / 4.3 (Google) 
Rating is a general indicator of quality and user 
experience. Apps without ratings are not included in 
the average

 46.7 MB Apple and 9.9 MB Google 
Size of the app is an indicator of the investment 
made in building the app. A larger app is more 
likely to be a native app (not guaranteed), and a 
smaller app is likely to simply be web views. 

Letter Grade: D
Sensor Tower is a third party data platform that provides 
data and insights on mobile app usage. Mobile leaders 
around the world are using Sensor Tower to understand 
the mobile ecosystem and improve user acquisition. This 
score is a reflection on app traction. 

Average Rating

Average App Size

Average Sensor Tower Grade

~10,000 / month 
Estimated across all apps, both app stores. The minimum 
score is <5,000, so if the average is <5,000 then it’s 
possible downloads could be in the 100’s or single digits. 

Estimated Average Monthly Downloads

Updated: Jun 17
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One simple fee based on a percentage of assets managed
0.49%-0.89%

Personal Capital

Free
Wally

In Beta testing phase
Free

Oval Money

Premium plan & in app purchases
Free- $1.99

Spendee 2.0

Free
Xobi

Free
Penny

Free demo with quote!
SmartPath

Monthly or annual premium subscription
Free- $6.99

Prosper Daily

Pricing
Initial Pricing Data

Updated: Jun 17
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◆ Far and away, Personal Capital is currently the biggest competitor in your space. They won’t be easy to overcome — having huge 
fundraises, they can essentially buy their audience and have money to throw at features, marketing, and acquisitions.  

◆We think there’s opportunity to grab a piece of market share based on the features you provide. While all give some level of 
financial planning or guidance, none seem to seamlessly mesh completely with the daily challenges of personal finance. Think 
automate your budget, automate your spend, automate your financial life.

◆ The breadth of competitors speaks to the market for a personal finance apps. That said, the number free offerings will likely get a 
first look over paid apps so think about ways to overcome that — whether that be free trials, freemium service offerings, or a vastly 
superior, feature-rich paid product. 

◆While there is definitely some low hanging fruit in personal finance. We’d advise to stray from competing directly with the company 
that has raised $175M. Where Personal Capital lacks is connecting long term goals planning with daily financial activities and 
habits. We think this is your wedge into the market should you pursue it.

Summary of Market
Analysis by Mike and Steve

Updated: Jun 17
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THANK YOU
www.StartupCompetitors.com 
support@StartupCompetitors.com

STARTUP COMPETITORS


